theWit Hotel Launches theWall at ROOF, A New
State-of-the-Art 3D Mapping Installation For Customized Visual Experiences
First-of-its-Kind Hospitality Technology Brings High-Profile Live Event
Opportunities to Chicago
Chicago, IL (April 30, 2013) – theWit, a AAA Four Diamond Hotel
in downtown Chicago, announced today the launch of “theWall”,
a permanent 3D mapping installation that provides immersive
visual and optical illusion entertainment at ROOF on theWit,
Chicago’s premiere rooftop bar and cocktail lounge. Inspired by
the convergence of music, art and gaming, theWall’s cuttingedge technology not only elevates theWit’s guest entertainment
experience, but also meets business clients’ needs for unique,
high-impact corporate events and presentations.

spaces into dimensional portals, Chicago will be exposed to a newly
dynamic nightlife experience.

Measuring approximately 20 feet wide by 12 feet tall, theWall features
the integration of the most advanced media servers, sophisticated
robotic cameras and intricate stage lighting on a custom designed
and built 3D projection surface with motion production capability
and a retractable flat screen. Similar technological experiences are
mostly exclusive to large-scale, national entertainment productions
and broadcasts, and are primarily connected to the most renowned
Electronic Dance Music (EDM) festivals. With the introduction of
theWall, theWit offers multiple industries the same phenomenal
visual engagement for a more personalized audience within an
intimate venue.

In addition, motion picture studios, gaming manufacturers,
professional sports organizations, fashion houses and tech
corporations are just a few of the industry sectors that theWit will
target and attract with theWall. Companies first to use theWall include
ABC, Factor Women fashion modeling agency and Virgin Atlantic.

“By investing in the foremost technology and associated talent
to execute theWall installation, theWit has further established its
position as an industry leader in connecting the worlds of hospitality
and entertainment,” said Scott Greenberg, CEO and founder of
theWit. “theWall’s customized user experience delivers astounding
visual capabilities that meet multiple client needs, from musical
performances and special events to corporate presentations and
product launches, all within a world class city.”
A creative team of nationally recognized digital artists is behind the
launch and ongoing implementation of theWall. Justin Thompson,
who has designed video and LED live show content for nearly ten years
and has toured with platinum selling artists, Fall Out Boy and Blink-182
will serve as the artist-in-resident and digital content producer at
theWit. Combining expertise with LA-based consultant and artist
Dan Block (“DBlock”), who specializes in transforming normal event

ROOF has already received acclamations as a world premier rooftop
lounge and nightclub and in turn has hosted many of the leading
international EDM artists. With the launch of theWall, theWit will
heighten its partnership potential with the most prominent electronic
music DJs in the world beginning with performances surrounding
the upcoming Electric Daisy Carnival in Chicago, and the first ROOF
Sundays event hosted by Lil Jon on Sunday, May 26.

“theWall provides a level of amplified entertainment and corporate
technology that is unprecedented in hospitality,” says Sharon
Trudell, Director of Marketing of theWit. “In addition to elevated
musical performances, we look forward to increased partnership
opportunities with the numerous businesses and brands searching
for a differentiated live experience.”
The video mapping wall is the second major renovation at ROOF
on theWit since its launch in 2009. In the spring of 2012 an all-glass
retractable roof, measuring 30 feet wide and 21 feet tall, was installed
at ROOF; the first architectural renovation of its kind in the U.S.
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BACKGROUND
ABOUT theWit
About theWit Hotel

Housed in the epicenter of Chicago’s Loop, theater, and business districts, the stately AAA Four Diamond
theWit Hotel (201 N. State Street) is favored by trendy Chicagoans and tourists alike. Recognized for its luxurious
accommodations, stunning architectural design and award-winning dining and drinking spots, theWit Hotel
is considered a jewel of the Windy City. Guests visiting theWit may enjoy a quintessential chicago tavern
experience at its first floor restaurant, State and Lake Chicago Tavern or an awe-inspiring view and delectable
small plates on ROOF, the lounge on the 27th floor. More details can be found at www.thewithotel.com or by
calling 312.467.0200.

ABOUT ROOF
About ROOF on theWit

Perched 27 stories above the hum of the Loop sidewalks, the nightlife experience at the 4,500-square-foot
ROOF lounge can be defined in a word: View. The scene from the deck of ROOF is spectacular; gaze in one
direction to see the Cloud Gate at Millennium Park, another way to see a slice of the Chicago River, and any which
way to take in the up-close details of architectural icons standing sentry in every direction. Long fire pits lined
with bar stools, a large projection screen on an outdoor wall, and a high-quality telescope for sneaking peeks
into surrounding buildings are all part of the sensory experience at ROOF. A menu of small plates is executed
from ROOF’s own full-service kitchen, with a pizza oven in the main bar area. www.roofonthewit.com

PROJECTED IMAGES ON THEWALL

THE MAKING OF theWall AT ROOF
While urban artists made projection-based media popular, businesses and corporations
are now discovering stunning commercial applications for the medium. theWall at ROOF
will provide a permanent infrastructure along with a digital content producer who can be
tapped to animate and create a high-tech video mapping presentation.
To watch the video visit - www.thewithotel.com/press

3D VIDEO MAPPING – COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Video artists and cutting-edge brands are using 3D video projection mapping to transform
buildings or non-traditional surfaces. Our resident creative team works with such brands,
social organizations and event planners to create custom animation and produce special
effects and video on this unique, 3D canvas.
To watch the video visit - www.thewithotel.com/press

theWall AT ROOF
INNOVATIVE

IMMERSIVE

EVENT PLANNERS

•

•

If your clients expect the latest in technology and would like to book
an event, please contact 312.239.9440 or akruis@thewithotel.com.

•
•

•
•

A permanent 3D surface and multi-visual projection system capable of
creating intense and immersive video experiences and optical illusions.
This video mapping imagery has become popular in telecasts along
with the film and music communities and this is the first extensive
use of this technology in an intimate, rooftop space in the hospitality
industry.
theWall installation will dramatically enhance the visual presentation
of the world-class DJs and electronic dance music (EDM) artists who
perform throughout the year on ROOF.
A state-of-the art custom projection, lighting and camera system
against a permanent 3D surface of cubes and screens on the north
side of ROOF, a 4,500-square foot lounge on the top of theWit hotel,
downtown Chicago.
The world’s smallest and lightest 20,000 lumen projector – the
Panasonic PT-DZ21K.
The 20,000 lumen 3-chip DLP projector provides a 1920x1200
WUXGA picture, with a lamp cycle of 2,000 hours. The projector boasts
four 465W WHM lamps with a dynamic iris that deliver a 10,000:1
contrast ratio- perfect for our club environment, delivering a greater
visual impact and beautiful imagery for our viewers. The compact size
and installation flexibility were also determining factors for our venue.

VISIT
ROOF on theWit Chicago – an internationally acclaimed rooftop lounge in
downtown Chicago located at 201 N. State Street Floor 27 of theWit Hotel
www.roofonthewit.com.

•

•

Taking inspiration from unique urban art digital projections along
with the film, television and live music communities to truly deliver
an elevated experience for travelers and music fans seeking something
spectacular.
ROOF on theWit has become home to many noted EDM artists, many
of whom are experimenting with new digital art technologies. These
artists and fans are seeking a truly inspired performance of their favorite
music and DJs. ROOF will now be able to provide an extraordinary
canvas within a unique environment for these performers and an
immersive, one-of-a-kind experience for guests.
Corporate clients will also be able to use the new 3D multi-visual system
for product launches, special events or unique parties by working with
our in-house creative team.

CONTACT
Guests and media are welcome to experience theWall at ROOF at any of
our evening DJ performances. Throughout the summer there are wellknown DJs performing and guest rooms available for FAM trips (subject
to availability). Arrangements for FAM trips may be made throughout the
summer by contacting Sharon Trudell, Director of Marketing at theWit
hotel: 312-239-9529 or sharon.trudell@hilton.com.

STAY
Curious and witty travelers may make travel arrangements any time at
wwww.thewithotel.com or calling 312.467.0200.

PLAY
In Chicago? Make a reservation at ROOF on theWit by calling: 312-239-9502
or rreservations@thewithotel.com.

DJ/VJs
Artists interested in appearing at ROOF on theWit may contact
Karen Bowler at: karen@themusictrust.com or 310.804.8249.

ROOF is open Monday - Wednesday: 4pm - 1am, Thursday &
Friday: 2pm - 2am, Saturday: 2pm - 3am, Sunday: Returns May
26th 2pm - 10pm. To join theWit mailing list to keep up-to-date of
upcoming events or for additional information and reservations,
please visit www.roofonthewit.com or call 312.239.9501.

MEDIA SERVER AND SOFTWARE

CREATIVE TEAM
Justin Thompson is the artist-in-residence and digital content producer at ROOF on theWit. Over his

•
•
•

•

The heart of theWall is a custom ArKaos Stage Server running MediaMaster Pro with projection
through the Video Mapper And LED mapper softwares. The stage server was selected for its massive
structural strength, stability and reliability to run live video shows in real-time.
The ArKaos Media Server is also a plug-and-play solution that is fully capable of triggering the
existing DMX lighting on ROOF.
The ArKaos Stage Server is a visual synthesizer that allows us to trigger and manipulate customized
graphic content on a large scale on ROOF. The Stage Server has two full HD outputs to separately
manage and run our existing LED and new projection screens, and can run up to 8 layers of video
simultaneously.
Our creative team, Justin Thompson and Dan Block, have created custom visual effects and a fullycustomized graphic show in Cinema 4D and Adobe After Effects with various plugins, catered
specifically to our 3D structure. This allows them to perform a live mix of the created video content
on the screens and with the DMX lighting system.

SCREENS
•
•

The retractable screen creates an image size of a 193’ HDTV format.
When the retractable screen is lowered, the image will be 94.5 inches high by 168 inches wide.

PROJECTOR
•

theWall features three variations in displays:
• First, the full-on projection mapped wall, which features four cover panels which cover the
existing LED screen creating a full solid 3D projection mapping surface. The surface is a series of
varied size and shaped extruded cubes.
• The second setup utilizes an existing LED screen with that same surrounding projection wall,
minus the removable panels. The third option is geared more toward business applications and
features a retractable flat projection surface which lays down over the existing LED providing
a 193” large diagonal scale 16:9 screen, optimal for television broadcast and powerpoint
presentations.

career, Justin toured the world with platinum selling rock bands, Fall Out Boy and Blink-182 among
others creating video content, shooting photography, directing music videos and designing LED live
show content for nearly 10 years. Justin has strong roots in the Chicago punk and rock music scene and
injects that energy and insouciance into his work. He spent the last year at a Chicago-based advertising
agency as lead editor and motion designer prior to joining ROOF on theWit. On ROOF, Justin will deliver
spectacular live art projection and 3D imagery in collaboration with the various noted DJs that appear
throughout the year. Justin will also be available to provide customized content for special events and
corporate clients of ROOF on theWit.

Dan Block, also known as “DBlock” excels at visual explorations that transform normal space into

dimensional portals, often scratching the surface of reality’s limitless potential. After leaving the
world of commercial motion graphics behind to focus on his art, DBlock has performed with an array
of auditory shamans including Caspa, Major Lazer, 12th Planet, LTJ Bukem, Glitch Mob, MartyParty,
Opiuo, FreqNasty, Vibesquad, Emancipator, and Excision. Dan’s live work has been produced at
progressive art galleries, intimate venues and massive events. He works to cultivate a style of unique

FOUNDER OF theWit
Scott D. Greenberg President, Co-Owner of ECD Company
Mr. Greenberg is a real estate visionary whom conceived, built and operates various award-winning hospitality,
retail and mixed-use developments. A design perfectionist, Mr. Greenberg has created many landmark
properties including theWit Hotel Chicago which also features ROOF, “one of the top three rooftop lounges
in the world,” (Travel + Leisure) as well as CityPark Lincolnshire and its Viper Alley live entertainment and
private event facility. His background spans 30 years in various aspects of low and high rise construction, land
development and financing. With a transaction history totaling more than $800 million, Mr. Greenberg has
been directly involved in the ownership and operation of for-sale residential, rental apartments, industrial,
retail, office and hospitality properties.

SCOTT GREENBERG

While financially conservative, Mr. Greenberg’s formula for success arises from his ability to fuse art,
technology, trends and design, to deliver uniquely impactful consumer experiences which consistently
outpaces his competition. He revolutionized the lifestyle hotel segment with theWit, earning “Developer of
the Year” award by Hilton for this signature development. theWit Hotel in downtown Chicago, continues to
receive an outpouring of varied acclaim from “Top 5 Hotels with top notch Technology” (Forbes), “World’s
Best Hotel,” (Travel + Leisure) and “Best New Business Hotel,” (Wallpaper) to “Model’s Choice Hotel” (Elle)
and one of the “Top 10 Party Hotels in the World.” (MSNBC)
Mr. Greenberg typically looks outside of the retail and hospitality industry for inspiration. Rather, he explores
the fields of technology, film, gaming, music, environmental innovations and the theatrical arts to birth
his futurist design and consumer experience. He is a master of trend-spotting and translating lifestyle
behaviors and entertainment into a live experience. Recently moved by the use of 3D projection and video
mapping in live music and gaming, Mr. Greenberg will create the first dedicated and permanent 3D video
mapping surface in a rooftop lounge. This will provide a more compelling entertainment experience of 3D
optical illusion and imagery for enjoying world-renown DJ performances. Similarly, businesses harness this
cutting-edge technology for product launches, branding and private events. Next up, Mr. Greenberg will
build a new generation of more dynamic, engaging, purposeful and interactive hospitality environments
which will meet the changing expectations of tomorrow’s consumers and tenants, in various markets across
the country.
Mr. Greenberg serves as a member of International Board of Governors for the Weizmann Institute of
Science. His business affiliations include the Chicago Council on Global Affairs, the Illinois International
Trade Association and The Executives’ Club of Chicago. He received a Bachelor’s Degree from Claremont
Men’s College and a Masters in Business Administration from Columbia University. Mr. Greenberg is
married to Ms. Alison Zirn, senior counsel at DLA Piper LLP (US), and has three children.

